
Inform Racing System Builder Systems: £29,777.20 profit to just £10 stakes, win and place. 

 

Total Win Profit = 2,529.12 pts, or £25,291.20 to £10 stakes 

Total Place Profit = 448.60 pts, or £4,486 to £10 stakes 

 

The 10 backing systems plus 1 bonus laying system below have been found using the Inform Racing System Builder, 

the quick and simple way to find betting systems, refine them and make money from your betting! 

Below you will see the name each system has been given and a brief explanation of what sort of racing each system 

concerns. 

 

The Summary gives win and place stats for all of the bets for each system, the number of winners, the strike rate, the 

Profit or Loss to SP bets, P/L to BSP (Betfair Starting Price and the recommended way of placing bets), the longest 

winning and losing streaks, the smallest and largest winning BSP’s, the average BSP of the winners and the Return On 

Investment.  

All winners have had 5% commission already removed from any profit and when looking at the ROI%, it is worth 

noting that most pro-punters are happy with about only 2% or 3%. 

 

The Results Breakdown shows the win stats for the past years with all results going back to January 1st 2018 and up 

to and including June 3rd 2021 when I took the ‘snapshot’ of all results. 

 

You can read more about how you can use the system builder to find any bets each day for all systems in a matter of 

seconds, at the end of this pdf. 

 

Backing System 1. Amy Murphy 

Concerns: Jump Racing runners trained by Amy Murphy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Backing System 2. RunStyle_1 

Concerns: Flat Racing Horses that have led in their last three races 

 

 

 

Backing System 3. MarkJohnston_Wins 

Concerns: Flat Racing Trainer Mark Johnston 

 

 

 

Backing System 4. Lto1Comment_StayedOn 

Concerns: Flat and Jump Racing Horses that stayed on in their last race. 

 

 

 



Backing System 5. Lto1_LBeaten10+ 

Concerns: Flat and Jump Racing Horses that were beaten by 10 lengths or more in their last race. 

 

 

 

Backing System 6. FillyorGelding 

Concerns: Flat Racing Horses Fillies or Geldings. 

 

 

 

Backing System 7. ClassParHigh_Chase 

Concerns: Jump Racing Horses that rated higher than the speed rating class par in Chase races. 

 

 

 



Backing System 8. Master90 

Concerns: Flat Racing Horses that have a speed ratings Master Rating of 90 or higher. 

 

 

 

Backing System 9. GoodtoFirm 

Concerns: Flat Racing Horses running on Good to Firm ground. 

 

 

 

Backing System 10. Back_All_Clear 

Concerns: Jump Racing Horses that are top or joint top rated and clear in 5 of the Inform Racing rating columns. 

 

 

 



Bonus Laying System. 

Concerns: Mark Johnston runners in races of a mile and half or less. Only 2 losing bets from 270 runners! 

 

 

 

System Builder and Declarations Builder 

You can use the Inform Racing system builder to find your own systems as well as load these ones and see the results 

for yourself. 

You can test a system for backing or laying by using the Back or Lay buttons at the top and choose what % if any 

commission you want to be calculated into the BSP for your results and bets. 

You can also load your systems into the system builder and by clicking the Declarations button at the top and making 

sure you have the correct date set, be able to get all system selections for today, all listed by race time. 

 

 

 

If using the Declarations button, you want to either choose the date as Today’s date >> Equal >> and then find 

today’s date on the date picker calendar, or choose Year >> Greater or Equal >> 2021 (if it is 2021!). This way the 

system builder will look for all future selections and not past results. 


